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WILDLY COOL MATH!
CURIOUS MATHEMATICS FOR FUN AND JOY

AUGUST 2014
PROMOTIONAL CORNER: Have you an
event, a workshop, a website, some
materials you would like to share with the
world? Let me know! If the work is about
deep and joyous and real mathematical
doing I would be delighted to mention it
here.
***
Have a look at this wonderful and clever
video by Ted Coe, Director, Mathematics, at
ACHIEVE on matters of developing
multiplicative thinking (and on the place of
multiplicative thinking throughout the
Common Core State Standards):
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XGC
5BMgZPEc
Leave a comment! Dr. Coe would love to
hear your thoughts and reactions.

PUZZLER: Is it possible to select three
points on the graph of the quadratic
y = x 2 that are the vertices of an
equilateral triangle?
Must the origin be one of the corners of
such a triangle (if one exists)?
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INTERMEDIATE POSITIONS
A ladder leans against a wall. Must there be
a point along the ladder whose horizontal
distance from the wall matches its height
above the floor?

The answer is yes! To see why, look at the
two extreme cases, one with the point near
the top of the ladder, and one with the
point near its bottom:

Three Pizza Problems:
I’ve just started a Tanton’s Terrific Pizzeria
but I am not very good at making round
pizzas. In fact, all my pizzas come out this
shape:

1. I need to put my pizzas into boxes. I
can certainly design a rectangular box
that encases my pizza efficiently, with
no space between the pizza and the
sides of the box.

(I came up with this rectangle by “sliding in”
parallel walls from the left and right and
from the top and the bottom until they just
touch the blob.)
Now slide a point from the top of the
ladder, where d is less than h , to the
bottom of the ladder, where d is greater
than h . This point must pass through an
intermediate position where d equals h .
Comment: The question asked was a
YES/NO question—and we have answered
it. Note that we have given no aid in
showing how to actually find this point!
Practice: Given an acute triangle, is there
sure to exist a square within the triangle
with each corner sitting on a triangle side?

The trouble is, my box manufacturer only
makes square pizza boxes. Is it possible to
enclose my pizza in a square box, with the
pizza touching each side of the square?
2. Many couples ask me to slice the pizza
into two portions of equal area. I only have
one very long straight knife. Is it possible for
me to make a single straight cut that divides
the area of my pizza exactly in half?
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3. Actually, I have a reputation for making
superb pizza crust and couples often insist
not only on two pieces equal in area, but
also on pieces with equal lengths of crust. Is
there a single straight cut I can make that
simultaneously divides both the area and
the perimeter of the pizza each exactly in
half?

Now suppose we tilt the first wall by some
angle θ and “slide in” from that angle to
create a titled rectangle. We get different
values for a and b :

Suppose we increase the angle θ to 90o .
This means our “first wall” is now a
horizontal wall coming in from above.
Answers:
1. In designing rectangular boxes at least I
can “slide in” parallel walls from any
direction:
The roles of a and b have now
interchanged: the side of the rectangle
corresponding to the chosen wall this time
longer than the second side.

It now seems possible that there might be a
direction in which to do this that would
produce a perfectly square box.
Suppose we start with a vertical wall that
slides in from the right (with matching three
walls sliding in from the other three
directions). This produces a rectangle with
sides of lengths a and b , say, as shown.

In going from θ = 0o (vertical) with first
side shorter than second to θ = 90o
(horizontal) with first side longer than
second, we must have passed through some
intermediate position where these two
lengths match. That is, the rectangle
formed at this tilt is a perfect square.
2. Imagine sweeping the knife across the
pizza in parallel directions.

Right now it looks as though a < b : the side
of the rectangle corresponding to the
chosen wall is shorter in length than the
second side.
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At first, 100% of the pizza lies to the left of
the knife. At the end, 0% of the pizza lies to
its left. There must be some intermediate
position at which 50% lies to one side (and
hence to each side) of the pizza.
3. The previous solution shows that, no
matter at which angle one holds the knife,
there is sure to be a straight line cut at that
angle that divides the area of the pizza
perfectly into halves. These cuts, however,
are unlikely to divide the perimeter of pizza
perfectly into two too.
For each angle θ (with θ = 0o considered a
vertical knife direction), hold the knife
across the pizza at that angle and at the
position which divides the area of the pizza
perfectly in half. Let p (θ ) equal the length

negative number, or vice versa. There must
be an intermediate angle at which
p (θ ) = 0 . This means that the knife cut at
this angle not only divides the area of the
pizza perfectly in two, but also its
perimeter!
Comment: As a pure mathematician I am
happy knowing that solutions to my three
challenges exist. I am now going to leave it
to my applied colleagues to find the actual
dimensions of my square box and the actual
locations of these special cuts!
Challenge: One day two of my pizzas got
stuck to the pan. Prove that there is a single
straight cut across the entire pan, with the
pizzas fixed in place, that will divide the
area of each pizza exactly in half.

of pizza crust to the left of the knife at that
angle minus the length of crust to its right.

Will this cut also divide the perimeter of
each pizza in two equal lengths?

EQUILATERAL TRIANGLES ON y = x 2
Now p ( 0 ) is probably not zero. But notice

(

that p 180o

) also corresponds to a

There is certainly an equilateral triangle
that sits on the graph of y = x 2 with one
vertex at the origin.

vertical line cut, but from the opposite side
of the pizza. It must be the same cut, but
with the roles of “left” and “right” of the

(

knife reversed. This means that p 180o

)

( )

has the same value as p 0o , but with
opposite sign.
So now imagine that we vary the value of
θ , from θ = 0o to θ = 180o . We have that
p (θ ) changes from a positive number to a

To find it, we need to determine a value a
so that the line segment connecting the
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(

)

origin to a, a 2 makes an angle of 60o to

x = b1 ? x = c1 ? See lesson 5.1 at

the horizontal axis. The slope of this

http://gdaymath.com/courses/quadratics/
for more on this.)

segment, which is
be

a2 − 0
= a , must thus
a−0

Observation 2: Any graph of a quadratic
function in the plane is similar to the graph
of y = x 2 .

3.

We have that ( 0, 0 ) ,

(−

)

(

)

3,3 , and

3, 3 are three points on the graph of

y = x that form an equilateral triangle.
2

BUT THIS IS NOT THE ONLY EQUILATERAL
TRIANGLE THAT SITS ON THE CURVE!

Reason: By reflecting the graph across the
x -axis, if necessary, we can be sure the
quadratic in question is upward facing. We
can also translate the graph so that its
vertex lies at the origin. This establishes
that every quadratic graph is congruent to a
graph of the form y = ax 2 for some
positive real number a .
Now a dilation from the origin with scale
factor k takes a point ( x, y ) in the plane
to the point ( kx, ky ) . Thus it takes points
with satisfy the equation y = ax 2 to points
2

Here’s a sneaky way to show that other
equilateral triangles must lie on the curve
too. We start with two observations:
Observation 1: For any three non-collinear
points in the plane with distinct x coordinates , there is a quadratic that
passes through each of those three points.
Reason: Suppose the three points are
( a1 , a2 ) , ( b1 , b2 ) , and ( c1 , c2 ) . Here’s a

y
 x
= a   . (Plug in ky for y
k
k
and kx for x . What do you get?) Choose
k = a . Then a dilation of scale factor a
maps points on the curve y = ax 2 to points

satisfying

on the curve y = x 2 .
Thus any quadratic graph can be
transformed to the graph of y = x 2 via a
reflection, a translation, and a dilation. The
graphs are similar figures.

quadratic that does the trick:
y = a2

( x − b1 )( x − c1 )
( a1 − b1 )( a1 − c1 )
( x − a1 )( x − c1 )
+ b2
( b1 − a1 )( b1 − c1 )
( x − a1 )( x − b1 )
+ c2
( c1 − a1 )( c1 − b1 )

(Do you see that this scary-looking formula
is just a quadratic? Do you see what magical
things happen when you plug in x = a1 ?

Here’s how to construct more equilateral
triangles on the graph of y = x 2 :
Draw any equilateral triangle in the plane
with non-vertical sides. Call its vertices A ,
B , and C . By observation 1 we can find a
quadratic that passes through its three
vertices. Use observation 2 to perform a
series of mappings that map the quadratic
to the graph of y = x 2 . As any triangle that
is similar to an equilateral triangle is again
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equilateral, the image of ∆ABC is an
equilateral triangle sitting on y = x 2 .
So we’ve gone from one example of an
equilateral triangle on the parabola to
many. (Is that infinitely many?)

EVERY POINT ON THE PARABOLA IS
THE VERTEX OF AT LEAST ONE
EQUILATERAL TRIANGLE.
Let’s show in fact that there are infinitely
many equilateral triangles on a parabola.
Fix a value b and hence fix a point

(

B = −b, ( −b )

2

) = ( −b, b ) on the curve

b2 − a2
= − ( a + b ) , which is always
−b + a

negative. It follows that the angle θ shown
is sure to be between 30o and 120o .
(Actually, since BC cannot be vertical we
see that θ is actually less than 90o . We
have: 30o < θ < 90o .)
It is clear from the diagram that the length
BC is greater than 2b . If point A is very
close to point B , so close that the distance
AB is less than 2b , then we get
BC > 2b > AB .

2

y = x . We wish to investigate the possible
2

(

)

locations of a point A = − a , a 2 and a

(

Now the slope of BA is

)

point C = c, c 2 on the curve as shown so
that ∆ABC is equilateral. Here B is to the
left of the vertical axis and I have placed A
to the left of B and C to the right of the
vertical axis. We are assuming a , b , and c
are each non-negative, with a > b . (Why
can’t A , B , and C all be on the same side
of the vertical axis?)

If point A is very far from point B , with
the value of a very large, then the slope of

BA is large and negative meaning that BA
is close to vertical. In this case, angle θ
would be close to 30o and the segment

BC would have slope close to

1

. But

3

c 2 − b2
= c − b . So in
this slope is equal to
c+b
this extreme scenario c is very close to the
1
and the point C has
value b +
3
2

1 
1  
,b +
coordinates close to  b +
 .

3 
3  

This means that the length BC is very
close to some (ghastly) formula involving
just the fixed number b . Since we can
make a larger and larger without bound
(and the value of b is fixed) we certainly
have that AB > BC if A is sufficiently far
to the left of B .

We want the angle between BA and BC
to be 60o . In fact, each choice of location
for point A to the left of B , requiring this
angle to be 60o forces the location of the
point C . ∆ABC will be equilateral if
AB = BC .

So we have two extreme positions: One
with AB < BC and one with AB > BC .
There must be some intermediate location
for A at which AB = BC. .
This shows:
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Each point on the parabola y = x 2 is the
vertex B of some equilateral triangle on
the parabola.

the role of “ C .” Investigate why not!
Describe in detail the locations of possible
A and C points.

This proves that there is, in fact, a whole
continuum of equilateral triangles sitting on
the parabola y = x 2 !

RESEARCH: Are we certain that there is no
point on the parabola y = x 2 which is the
vertex of four or more different equilateral
triangles?

GOING FURTHER STILL!
It looks like that each point on the parabola
can play potentially play three roles: It can
be the initially chosen point B , it can be
the point A on the same side of, but further
away from, the vertical axis as some other
initially chosen point B , or it could be the
apex C of an equilateral triangle on the
opposite side of the vertical axis from two
corners of the triangle. Thus each point on
the parabola could the vertex of three
distinct equilateral triangles!
When I tweeted a puzzle about triangles on
a parabola, Prof. Wright (@Sted304A)
responded by writing and sharing this
terrific applet which shows all the
equilateral triangles that sit on the curve
y = x2 :
http://www.geogebratube.org/student/m
130907

ADDITIONAL RESEARCH:
RESEARCH: Do there exist equilateral
triangles sitting on each cosine curve
y = a cos ( kx ) ?
CHALLENGE: Find two fourth-degree
polynomials with integer coefficients that
intersect precisely four times and with
those four points of intersection the
vertices of a square.
RESEARCH: Are there four points on the
paraboloid z = x 2 + y 2 that are the
vertices of a regular tetrahedron?
© 2014 James Tanton
tanton.math@gmail.com

His applet suggests something very strange!
RESEARCH: We proved that all points can
play the role of “ B ” for an equilateral
triangle sitting on the parabola. Prof.
Wright’s applet suggests that not all points
can play the role of “ A ” and not all points
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